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4 Tips to Getting Your Claims
Paid
Straightforward tips to avoiding common claim denial pitfalls
Did you miss our ScrubaDubDub complimentary webinar?
Revenue Cycle Management (RCM) consultant Doug Finley shared the 4 keys areas
where the claims process can fail  and how to clean your claims up. While the billing
process is never easy  there are common pitfall areas you can focus on to help
reduce denials and increase remittance.
Click here to watch the video of Doug's presentation.
Doug has more than 10 years of senior management experience in both the behavioral
healthcare and internet technology fields. He leads the customer service and
implementation teams and oversees the daily operations of Aym Technologies.
PIMSY EHR is thrilled to be partnered with Doug and his Revenue Cycle
Management team at Aym Technologies, offering our clients both a comprehensive
EHR and a provenresults billing service.
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SHARING THE SHOUTOUTS
"I have researched various EHR
software over the past two years to
manage our small outpatient mental
health practice and found various issues
with most of them (i.e., cost, being
hostage to a particular clearinghouse,
poor support/customer service, unable
to customize software to our particular
needs, wants and accreditation
requirements) until now.
This program appeared to have been
created by someone who shared our
similar experiences. PIMSY met and
exceeded our expectations, flat out

WEBINAR: BILLING &
CLINICAL INTEGRATION
How does billing integrate with your
clinical practice? What's the most
important key to keeping your practice
doors open? Getting paid for your
services!
Learn about the crucial relationship
between billing and clinical practice 
and how understanding it can
increase your reimbursements  in this
complimentary webinar presented by
Revenue Cycle Management consultant
Doug Finley.
Click here to register now: space is
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they nailed it." ~ Manote Prommart
We get sweet shoutouts like this from
happy clients all the time. Click here to
read more "inthetrenches" testimonials
from providers who are using PIMSY to
serve their clients and manage their
practice.

limited!
Tues, Oct 7, 12:00  1:00 PM EDT
Can't make it at that time? Register
anyway, and we'll send you a recording
of the presentation to watch at your
convenience.

For more information about electronic solutions for your practice, check out Behavioral Health EHR.

PIMSY EHR + practice management system
pimsyemr.com
hello@pimsyemr.com

877.334.8512, ext 1
Click here for details about PIMSY EHR or watch a video demo here
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